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Item 1: Technical Progress Report* MASTER
During the current Grant Period we have pursued research in two directions;

'.

thermal conductivity of rare-gas solids and physiological interactions of rare-

gases.

··The work on thermal conductivity which was the thesis research project of
Dr. David K. Christen was published and is, in our opinion, an important contri-
bution to experimental and theoretical understanding of thermal conductivity in

insulators at low temperatures.  In this research we obtained good data in the

range from 2'K to the triple point temperature, 83.8'K.  The results are

treated in the paper by current theories of heat transport and we learned several

interesting   thi ngs about anharmonicity, crystal forces, phonon scattering,   deffct
structure of our crystals, and other fundamental questions.  This work is

continuing and being extended as the Ph.D. thesis research of Mr. Juan Bautista,

a current research assistant under this Grant.  Mr. Bautista has been making

good progress in this direction and this will be discussed below under the

heading: A. Thermal Conductivity of Solid Argon and other Molecular Solids.

Also, during the current Grant Period we have measured the diffusion rate

of Xenon through frog abdominal skin and toad urinary bladders.  These membranes

serve as prototypical epithelial membranes.  We were able to conclude that the

principal barrier for Xenon passage through epithelial tissue is the intra-

cellular water and we were also able to take account of the unstirred water

layers associated with diffusion through epithelial tissue.  This work has been
done by the principal investigator.  The investigation of interactions between
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.· inert gases and physiological systems is important because it has ina ny

applications, for example:  (a) in understanding the mechanism of general               -

anesthesia, (b) in deciding on optimal breathing mixtures of gases for deep

sea diving, (c) in the use of Xe-133 as a radionuclide in nuclear medicine

to study pul:itonary-function, and (d) in deterii,ining the envirodniental effects

of Xe-133 ami Kr-85; these are two common byproducts of fission reactors.

This work will be discussed below under the heading:  B.  Interaction of Rare

Gases with Biological Materials.

,.rhe principal investigator has devoted approximately  50;s  of  his  time  to

this research during the Grant Period since the beginning of the current Grant

term. He will continue to devote 50% of his time to this research.

A.  Thermal Conductivity of Solid Argon and other Molecular Solids.

During the present Grant Period we have published our experimental.and

theoretical results on thermal conductivity of solid Ar.  The measure-

ment of this quantity was a long-standing goal of the reseacch Grant.

In our opinion this represents a kind of milestone in understanding thermal

conductivi ty.   We have compared our data with other recent data on thermal

condi:cti vi ty  of  sol i d Argon  and the agree:iient  i s  good.     We  have  al so  per-

for'ned first-principles calculations of the anharmonic crystal-force

contr'ibution to the thermal resistivity so that our work could be compared (

with theoretical predictions.

We have included in this Technical Progress Report, six reprints of the

paper which describes this work (E.R.D.A. Report No. COO-1574-45):  "Thermal

Conductivity of Solid Argon," Physical Review 12.· 3380-3391 (1975) by David K.

Christen and Gerald L. Pollack.  Since the work, data, and conclusions are all

described in detail there we shall give only a very brief outline of it here.
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Since Ar is a simple molecular solid, measurements of thermal conductivity

on it can give a lot of information in the nature of the heat transport process

itself.  Our goal then is to be able to measure the thermal conductivity as a

function of temperature, i.e. i(T), over a wide range of T.  To this end we

designed and built an apparatus in which good quality crystals of Ar could be

grown, cooled to the temperatures of interest, made free-standing, and maintained

in good thermal contact with a source and a s;nk of thermal flux.  We then measured

ic(T) over the range from liquid.He temperatures to the triple-point temperature,

83.8K.  The data at temperatures about and above the Debye region showed small

deviations from the usual T-1 dependence.  This has been observed by others

previously.  We showed that these deviations could be quantitatively understood

in terms of the, effects of thermal expansion on the vibrational frequencies of

the solid.

As the temperature is lowered below the Debye temperature, ,<(T) increases

as phonons energetic enough to take part in Umklapp processes become scarcer.

Finally, as the temperature is lowered further the phonon mean-free paths are

limited by phonon scattering from internal dislocations.  In our work, we

considered each of these regions and connected our work with modern theories

and modern interatomic potentials.

This work was the thesis project of David K. Christen who received his

Ph.D. in Physics frcm Michigan State University in 1974 and is now pursuing a

career as a solid state physicist at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

B.  Interaction of Rare Gases with Biological Materials

During the current period, the principal investigator has devoted most

of his own laboratory research effort into studying the interaction of rare

gases with biological materials.  He presented some of this work at the 20th

Annual Meeting of the Diophysical Society in February, 1976; an Abstract
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appears in the Biophysical Journal 16, 127a (1976).
.,

A substantial amount of work was completed during this period and a pre-

print of a full paper describing the research techniques and results is enclosed
-

with this Technical Progress Report.  It is entitled:  "Diffusion of Xe-133

Through Frog Skins, Toad Bladders, and Water Boundary Layers," by Gerald L.

Pollack, E.R.D.A. Report No. COO-1574-46.  This paper has been submitted for

publication to the Journal of General Physiology.  Because the research done

during the present period is fully described in the enclosed paper, we include

here only a brief description of it.

The motivations for studying biological interactions of rare gases are

many, but there are two main ideas.  First, there are several applications to

clinical and fundamental biology which use rare gases, particularly Xe.  One

would like to understand the biological properties of Xe better so that these

applications could be improved.  Second, rare gases are probably the simplest

biologically active molecules.  We cari therefore, reasonably expect that

studying how  they interact with living systems might tell us new and important

things about how more complicated molecules interact.

As an example of this second point, we consider the anesthetic action of

Xe.  At 0.8 atm partial pressure, Xe is a general anesthetic for humans.  The

mechanism of action of Xe is likely the same as that of other more compliceted,

inhalation anesthetics such as halothane, chloroform, nitrous oxide, ethylene,

cyclopropane, etc.  However, Xe has a much simpler structure than these others

and its properties are in principle, more theoretically tractable.  Our goal in

this research then is to understand how Xe causes general anesthesia and through

this to elucidate tne mechanism of general anesthesia, as yet not well understood.

An even longer range goal of the research is to use our understanding of the

mechanism to design an anesthetic with ideal properties.  We discuss other

goals and ideas behind this research in the Proposed Technical Program, Item 3,

heading B, below.
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During the current period we measured the diffusion constant d for

Xe-133 dissolved in saline solution through frog skins (Rana pipiens) and

toad urinary bladders (Bufo marinus). These two tissues may serve, as prototype

epithelial tissues.

We found that the diffusion constants were:  for frog skid d  = (3.9 2.0.8)
In

-4                                                  -4x 10   cm/sec and for toad bladder dm = (7.4 f. 4.2) x 10 cm/sec.  Frog skin

is about 500 microns thick and toad bladder is about 100 microns thick, and t.,e

diffusion coefficient for Xe-133 diffusing through water is Dw = 1.2 x 10-5 cm/sec.

Thus, the calculated diffusion constant for Xe through a layer of water t  cm

thick is d (cm2/sec) = Ow/t = (1.2 x 10-5)/t.  Our results are, therefore, con-

sistent with the conclusion that the principal barrier to diffusion of Xe through

frog skins and toad bladders is the inter- and intracellular water.  This result

is probably generalizable for Xe diffusion through other relatively thick

epithelia and it is in agreement with other recent research in the field.

In the same experiment we also studied the diffusion of Xe through "unstirred"

water boundary. layers.  We measured the dependence of the thickness of this layer,

6, as a function of stirring frequency, w, and obtained the result:  6(w) = (0.060
+ 0.016)/45-, where 6 is measured in cm and w is measured in radians per second.

Our stirring frequency range was from 7.5 rad/sec, i.e. 72 rev/min, to 55 rad/sec,

i.e. 530 rev/min.  In this work we were able to relate the unsti rred water laye,

to the boundary layer of hydrodynamics and to show that the observed frequency

dependence, 6 proportional to w , follows from hydrodynamic first principles.
-1/2

Because unsti rred water layers are so important in diffusion through tissues we

believe that this connection is an important step forward in the biophysics of

this process.
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The technique we have developed.is, in our opinion, a versatile one.  It

may be straightforwardly  adapted to the measurement Of diffusion, or counter-

diffusion, of any gamnia radioactive solute through  any flat membrane or

through a solvent.  In the Proposed Technical Program, we discuss some further

experimental lines we would like to pursue using this techniqu€.

*This research has been supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development

Administration under Grant No. EY-76-S-02-1574, formerly (AT 11-1 )-1574.
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L. Pollack, Phys. Rev. 8 12, 3380-91 (1975).  Reprint.

46.  "Diffusion of Xe-133 through Frog·Skins,.Toad Bladders, and Water

Boundary Layers," by Gerald L. Pollack.  A preprint of a paper submitted
for publication to the Journal of General Physiology.

47. Technical Progress Report for Grant EY-76-S-02-1574, Fonnerly AT(11-1)-1574.
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